How to Structure
Your Essay
An academic essay is essentially
a claim followed by supporting
evidence, possible refutations,
and a conclusion. Clarity, order,
and logic are the components of any
eﬀective piece of writing which
can be achieved by prior planning.

The plan can start with an idea that
transforms into an argument,
consequently marking that you have
carefully thought the question through
and decided what will strengthen the
logic of your narration. To start, you
should create an outline.
An outline of a successful academic
essay contains introduction (clearly
deﬁned argument), main body
(properly ordered ideas), conclusion
(logical outcome).
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Introduction
The introduction usually starts oﬀ from
a broader perspective, gradually
narrowing down to your speciﬁc idea.
The main aim of the section is to
indicate the central topic and map out
your arguments. This may seem like
a sketch of your further paper, but at
this stage, you need to be already sure
of what the arguments will be.
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Say your assignment is to ﬁnd a way to
exterminate prejudice against people of
color in the workplace. You will introduce
the paper with general information on what
kind of biased opinions are common in
contemporary society, what objectivity leads
to, and how the issue is treated.
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This is your main argument, the idea you
will be developing and proving to the
reader throughout the paper.
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In the thesis, you establish the claim.
This statement ﬁnalizes your
introduction with a couple of real-world
resolutions, not a description of the
problem - it should have been already
explained in the beginning.
An example of a thesis can be Prejudice
starts from misunderstanding and further
stereotyping of people; in order to prevent
discrimination, humanity should promote
personal and public awareness along with
governmental intervention.
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What is a thesis statement:
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What a thesis statement is not:

An answer to the research question

A description of the topic

A disputable claim

An outline of the paper

Your original interpretation of the issue

A list of points for discussion

Response to questions How? and Why?

Response to the question What?
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Main body

importantly

The main body, in turn, comprises
paragraphs that link to your
thesis—supporting or refuting it. Each
of them must connect to the ones
before and after it to make the text
cohesive.
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You start with a topic statement that
introduces the information, then switch
to the support component, which
essentially contains points that reinforce
the argument (about 3 of them),
and end with a concluding sentence
to wrap up the idea.

Example topic sentence: On the state
level, governments should work to push
the laws to equalize the rights and
opportunities of all people, regardless of
their skin color.
Example concluding sentence: In such a
way, the state will take responsibility for
the issue and take measures to eradicate
prejudice against people of color in the
workplace.
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Conclusion
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The Conclusion is a part where you
close the discussion. Here the time
comes to summarize, ﬁnalize, and
conclude. Generally, in the end, you
must answer the question “So what?”
to show
the relevance of the conducted
research. But remember: you should
not introduce new ideas, instead, only
conclude previous arguments.

In general, the content of this section
depends on the research you have
done and the solutions you have
discussed.
So, you will mention the prejudice in the
workplace, show the eﬀect of it on the
careers of people of color, and reiterate
your answer to the research question
(restate the thesis). Apart from this,
show the bigger picture of the issue—
the relevance for the reader.
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Introduction
Assignment question - idea argument - thesis

10

%

Takes 10% of the total essay length.

Main body

80

Developing the idea - supporting with
the evidence - showing the relevance

%

80% of the word count

Conclusion
Summarizing - ﬁnishing up deﬁning the relevance
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Finish with 10% of the word count
you have left.

Although such a structure is a standard,
there are some types of essays that do not
require these elements. These are annotated
bibliographies, questions-answers,

10

%

discussion board posts, abstracts and
executive summaries (when written as
separate entities), interviews,
questionnaires, and blog posts.
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Honorable mentions
Some projects require an abstract or
an executive summary. These sections
usually are written after the paper
is done but situated on a separate sheet
before the start of the essay itself.
In simple terms, they are summaries
of your work that disclose the main
argument, explain the thought process,
and show the results. The diﬀerence
between them is that an executive
summary is business-related (a business
plan or report), and an abstract is used
for broader academic works (research
papers, proposals, theses, dissertations).
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In general, you can follow this pattern:
a.

Introduce the idea

b.

State the purpose

c.

Explain what you did

d.

Explain what you found

e.

Conclude

